Oct 22 1920

Dear Fisher,

Possibly one or two points on this tree some Nora March incident may not be clear to you, so I scribble them down hastily. Miss Brown wrote "on her own". I understood her to say, "in the first instance in the papers, certainly without consulting me. I think you approved of her sentiments. In her letter she spoke of..."
"Mrs. March's demand for extramarital relations" or some such phrase. When I read the sentence, it seemed to me Mrs. March only spoke of such a demand arising, not as to her making it, which is a very different thing. Mrs. Brown sent me a second letter she thought of sending to her press, expressing regret in a way which seemed to meнят.
dangerous. As President I sought the advice of such
men. Officers as I could get
hold of at once. I called
no meeting, and acted on
my own responsibility in
advising a different letter
to be sent. Since then I
have decided to consult
a Solicitor. I think she
may have a case against
us.

My Father made an
erroneous statement about
S. Butter, Huxley &
some other big men advised
I'm not to apologize.
The family wanted him
to own his mistake. We
have repeated for 40
years that he did not
follow our advice.

Yours truly,

L. Dawson

No answer needed